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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.He s Getting Away With Murder Synopsis Los Angeles Attorney
Lenny Goldman didn t mean to kill his client, movie star, Selma Blane. Selma, an ex-Disney kid was
having a Lindsey Lohan moment and attacked Lenny and he pushed her in self defense. Now Selma
s boyfriend, rock star Eddy Marsdan, is accused of killing Selma, and Lenny has to figure out a way
to represent the young man. He calls his friend District Attorney Justin Baker and asks for the
Marsdan case. This has to be the first case in his successful career that he hopes to lose. A major
obstacle is that Baker has assigned the case to Lenny s nemesis, Meredith Miller, one of Baker s
most aggressive prosecuting attorneys. Another obstacle is Joe Gross who arrived in Lenny s office
claiming he had a security tape that showed both Lenny and Eddy Marsdan arriving and leaving
Selma s apartment the night of the murder. Selma had hired Joe Gross s security company because
she was afraid and harassed by Jose Lopez, a mentally unstable stalker, who claimed to be...
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Olen Mills-- Olen Mills

An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. Your daily life span
will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Anahi Heaney-- Anahi Heaney
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